Q16: What do you value, if anything, most about being in EOPS? See attached for responses

Everyone is so friendly (4) responses
The support from Eops
ALL the Help/ helpfulness/Support (6)
Communication (3) responses
Book Funds (4) responses
The Book Funds and Free Services

Emotional and unconditional support from passionate counselors, but the resources like book funds, printing services, and priority registration are a huge asset that allow me to focus on my school work

Counseling/Counselors (7) responses

what I value about EOPS is that when I meet up with my counselor I am able to open up to them about my academic situatiation and received the best feedback when I need advice.

The help I need in choosing the right classes
How the counselor makes my goal clear and easy to follow.

The counselors. They are the best on campus and I trust them with all my questions knowing they'll be able to help me find an answer.

The help with goal establishment and direction
It helps me with my goals a lot better than if I wasn’t in it
I value a counselor's effort to help
My councilor, Bickie

I value the fact that my EOPS counselors value me.

Figuring out the classes I need with my counselor

The counselors care and if I have a question all the people are awesome. I personally feel most comfortable with Patrick and wish he was a counselor

The counselors are very helpful and it feels more personal when meeting them because they are your counselor and not a random person

Everyday I go into the office it give me the hope and support to carry on with my education goals! Thank you, all!

Staff (4) responses

I feel completely supported by the staff
The staff dedication to help

How friendly the staff is and how the program is very simple. Everyone communicates very well with each other.

The amazing and friendly staff of eops, everybody greets you with a smile. Sometimes, they help you get grants which is amazing because going to school and living in the bay area is very hard and expensive. Thank you eops.

What I value most of the EOPS program is how helpful the staff, are they never rush me out, they make sure all my questions are answered. I feel supported mentally and emotionally as a student. The staff keep me informed of scholarships and events that go on in campus. I love the EOPS program!

all the staff are wonderful i have great experience everytime i go im happy to be part of this program.
The helpful staff.

all the staff are really supportive and make me feel like home thank you so much for ur help to achieve are goals

The support. My parents, and family as a whole, cannot provide me with help or guidance. EOPS fills this role, it enormously helps me and I consider it to be crucial to my success.

All the help that is provided
Everything such as Book Funk, Counselors, etc
Epps. Counselors, front desk, book funds, breakfast
The thought of them knowing we could be hungry

I really value all the support I get from the staff and councilors. Everybody is always so nice there and it makes me feel comfortable going in when I need to.

math tutoring

I value everything that they extend help to me from the front desk, and most especially those Councillor who extend help to me were so amazing people, kind understanding they support and guide us too. They were always there to answer your question and help me anytime.

The stress it takes off of me financially.
The support and great change that it makes

Resources

VERY IMPORTANT
Being able to find resources that will help succeed in college. I know I can go to EOPS for any questions.

Feeling of being supported

Super friendly and caring staff/counselors

The sense of being a part of a family!

Everyting

Free printing and going over my ED plan

That all the people that are working in EOPS, actually really care about there students!!

It is hard to say because I value everything about the program. It is a very generous program.

Absolutely everything, Becky's help, Virginia's devotion, the book funds, I use the backpack everyday, and print my homework at least twice a week.

The resources available to those who don't have money.

Literally everything!

Everyting. EOPS is awesome.

The aspect that everyone in the EOPS staff is here to help me in any way possible.

all of the well organized resources!

call the stafs are verry nice, helpful and generous they tread the student with the hearth of gold

that they want me to succeed and I appreciate that and all the help and kindness

It is so helpful and important for first time students!!!

The counselors are very helpful and it feels more personal when meeting them because they are your counselor and not a random person

Everyday I go into the office it give me the hope and support to carry on with my education goals! Thank you, all!

Support systems

learn a lot in EOPS workshop and field trip, book funds, friendly staff and counsellors

Tutoring, book vouchers, meal cards and counselors. Very helpful!

It values a lot.

Extend funds

I value the my everything.